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1. Introduction
1.1. Background

In the last decade many genomes have been fully sequenced. One of the earliest and most important steps toward understanding a genome is identifying biologically functional stretches of DNA. Embedded within a genome are genes, which encode proteins, used by the cell to mediate the building and operation of a complete organism. Although genes vary in size, there are several conserved features of a gene’s structure. At the core of each protein-coding gene is the coding region, comprised of exon DNA sequences, which encode a protein. Intron sequences are interweaved between exons, but are removed by RNA splicing, and consequently are not part of the protein encoding. Marking the beginning and end of the coding region are two special sequences of three nucleotide bases, the start and stop codons. Flanking the coding region are non-coding untranslated regions of sequence.

Experimental approaches used to attain whole genome gene annotation reached a saturation point after determining 10,000-11,000 exact gene structures in the human and mouse genomes\(^7\). As a result, it was necessary to utilize computational approaches for generating putative gene structures. Automated \textit{de novo} gene prediction tools identify and annotate genes using only genomic sequence as input. These predictors recognize patterns characteristic of coding regions, splice sites, translation initiation, termination sites and other structures. By 2004, the accuracy of gene predictors had reached the point that one half to two-thirds of all genes were predicted correctly in the \textit{Arabidopsis thaliana} genome\(^{10}\). With the success of these algorithms, gene annotation has largely become a computational problem.

One of the first \textit{de novo} gene predictors to perform well on eukaryotic genomes was GENSCAN\(^{11}\). GENSCAN uses a generalized hidden Markov model (GHMM) to predict gene structures in a target sequence, using only that sequence as input. This system models both intergenic stretches of sequence between genes and conserved features of a gene’s structure as GHMM states. Probabilistic models of the GHMM states are used to score the sequence as it is read. The Viterbi algorithm is used to predict gene structures by calculating the most likely series of GHMM states using the scored sequence and transition probabilities between GHMM states. Both the state probability models and state transition probabilities are calculated using known gene structures. Despite its place as a benchmark tool, it became clear that GENSCAN predicts too many genes. For the human genome, GENSCAN predicted 45,000 genes, which is nearly twice the size of later estimates of 20,000-25,000 genes\(^8,16\). With this result, it became clear that new methods were required to improve gene prediction.

A draft of the mouse genome made it possible for the first time to incorporate a second genome for comparison to improve gene prediction tools\(^1\). Dual genome \textit{de novo} gene prediction tools use patterns of conservation learned from alignments between a target genome and sequences from an informant genome to improve predictive accuracy on the target genome. The informant genome sequences do not need to be assembled into a genome, nor do the sequences need to be annotated. The informant genome is used to identify conserved regions of the target sequence, through target-informant sequence alignments, because conserved sequence is more likely to be under selective pressure and therefore to have a biological function. One of the first gene predictors to utilize this signal to significantly exceed the GENSCAN benchmark was TWINSCAN\(^{12-14}\). This was achieved by adding a model of conservation in each state of the successful GENSCAN GHMM. TWINSCAN measures conservation between sequences by converting local alignments into a conservation sequence in which each target nucleotide either has a matching nucleotide in the aligned informant, is mismatched or not present in the informant, or is not part of a local alignment between the target and informant. This conservation sequence is used to estimate the selective pressure on a given region and influences decisions about the
most likely genomic feature, modeled as a GHMM state, for each base. The success of the dual genome gene prediction tool TWINSCAN motivated the development of generalized approaches which can use multi-genome alignments.

1.2. N-SCAN

N-SCAN extends the TWINSCAN model to allow an arbitrary number of aligned informant sequences. N-SCAN achieved substantially better performance than other de novo systems on both whole gene and exon prediction. Since that time, the tool's standing as a benchmark for GHMM based de novo gene predictors has not changed. With the use of four plant genome informant sequences, N-SCAN was used to improve the structural annotation of the rice genome. In addition, N-SCAN has been used to annotate many genomes, including the human genome and current work on developing a comprehensive annotation of the Drosophila genome.

N-SCAN utilizes a Bayesian network, generated from a phylogenetic tree rooted at the informant genome, to probabilistically relate the target sequence to the aligned sequence(s). The success of N-SCAN can be traced to its ability to learn and exploit any patterns within the aligned sequence(s) that may be useful for gene prediction. An example alignment between human, the target genome, and the mouse and chicken informant genomes is shown below in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. An N-SCAN multi-genome alignment with Human as the target and Mouse and Chicken as informants. Dashes indicate a gap within the alignment and dots indicate a region where no alignment can be identified.](image)

N-SCAN recognizes conservation patterns by using substitution models which have a similar form to models of molecular evolution. These matrices describe the substitution patterns of DNA bases or amino acids along a tree structure (phylogenetic tree) which represents the evolutionary relatedness of the species. In Fig. 2 below a DNA base substitution matrix is shown.

![Fig. 2. Each lowercase character represents a probability for seeing the labeled substitution along the evolutionary tree. The A→C substitution probability is represented by the character 'a'. The diagonal, or match probability, can be computed from the rest of the row, as the row must sum to one.](image)

Unlike models of molecular evolution, N-SCAN substitution models are not limited to the nucleotide alphabet. In addition to nucleotide substitution, N-SCAN also uses indel (insertion or deletion) mutations and unaligned nucleotide frequencies within the multiple genome alignment to gauge the selective pressure exerted on each genome region. Overall, N-SCAN substitution models track occurrences of target base matches, mismatches, gaps, and unaligned regions in the informant
alignment. The frequency of each substitution is learned (trained) from multi-genome alignments of known gene structures. A trained substitution model is produced for each GHMM state and these models are used to calculate the probability of the conservation pattern observed at the current column of the multi-genome alignment. Similar to TWINSCAN, the probability of each GHMM state for a given alignment column is calculated by multiplying probability of the target model and the conditional probability of the informant base given the target base.

1.3. Substitution Models

There have been many proposed substitution models in molecular evolution literature. These models vary drastically in their assumptions and number of parameters which must be fit to estimate substitution probabilities. One of the simplest models, the Jukes-Cantor model, uses only a single parameter to measure substitution rates and assumes that each base is substituted with equal rate. Hence, this model allows for only two frequencies within the substitution matrix, a measured likelihood for the mutation of any base to another base, and the likelihood of matching nucleotides. Adding a second parameter, the Kimura model incorporates the biologically relevant possibility that mutations involving bases of the same structure (A→G or C→T), known as transitions, occur more frequently than mutations involving bases of different structure, known as transversions. At the other end of the parameter usage spectrum, the fully general model (General model) uses a parameter to model each of the 12 nucleotide substitutions, allowing for each substitution to occur at a different rate. The remaining 4 nucleotide match rates can be computed from the rest of the row, as the row must sum to one. Because N-SCAN also measures rates of gaps and unaligned columns within the multi-genome alignment, substitution models must be extended with additional free parameters to measure each rate. The Kimura substitution model implemented in N-SCAN is shown below in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The N-SCAN Kimura model. Each row represents the probability distribution on symbols in the aligned informant species, given a symbol from the target species.](image)

A common assumption of more recent substitution models is that each nucleotide is expected to make up the same fraction of all nucleotides before and after the substitutions. The nucleotide equilibrium frequency assumption (denoted as $\pi_i$) is enforced by multiplying each substitution probability by the fraction of the target species nucleotide present in the columns of substitution model. Since each $\pi_i$ can be estimated from the genome, the nucleotide equilibrium assumption does not add any additional parameters. Hasegawa and coworkers (HKY model) modified the Kimura model by adding this assumption. Hence, the HKY model allows for differing match, transition, and transversion frequencies, while enforcing nucleotide equilibrium. A more general model using half the number of parameters as the fully generalized model is the General Reversible model, shown below in Fig. 4 (Reversible model). This approach assumes that each substitution and its reverse occur at the same rate, and incorporates the nucleotide equilibrium assumption.
The N-SCAN Reversible model uses six parameters to measure nucleotide substitution, and a parameter for gaps and unaligned columns.

Also affecting the quality of the substitution probability estimations and the number of parameters is the substitution model order. The order of the model refers to the number of previous columns to consider in the target/informant alignment as context when evaluating the substitution probability of the current alignment column. Increasing the model order allows a substitution model to better estimate substitution frequencies, because substitution rates are context dependent in that they depend on the identity of neighboring bases. Nucleotides that flank a site have a large effect on substitution rate, but effects lessen as distance increases. In coding regions, selection of bases acts primarily on the level of codons, a three base unit of DNA which codes for a specific amino acid. Therefore, incorporating the effects of flanking bases allows the model to capture codon substitution rates. Order 0 substitution models unrealistically assume that the probability of a substitution occurring is not affected by previous alignment columns. Figures 3 and 4 present order 0 substitution models. Each of these models could be extended to order 1 models by expanding the table to include all 16 possible dimers along both axis. Order 2 models are of particular interest because the additional context allows the model to capture codon substitution patterns.

Considering only nucleotide substitutions, a fully general model of order 0 estimates the substitution of any (o+1)-mer for any other (o+1)-mer. As the DNA alphabet size is 4, there are 4(o+1) different (o+1)-mers. Therefore, allowing for all possible (o+1)-mer substitutions requires 4^{2(o+1)} fitted parameters, but since the match probabilities can be computed from the rest of the probabilities, 4^{2(o+1)} - 4^{(o+1)} fitted parameters are required. The number of fitted parameters required for each model at each order is shown below in Fig. 5. In general, the number of parameters which must be fit increases exponentially with the order of the substitution model. Thus, a higher model order can more accurately capture the effect of context dependence on nucleotide substitution, but more parameters must be fit to achieve this accuracy.

---

### Fig. 4. The number of free parameters used to learn nucleotide only substitution probabilities for various models of order 0-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Order</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>65280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>32640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimura</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jukes-Cantor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

2. Optimizing N-SCAN Substitution Models

2.1. Parameter count limitations

There is a tradeoff in selecting substitution models for use in gene prediction. More accurate models
generally require more parameters, but the accuracy of parameter estimations can be reduced as the number of parameters is increased. This occurs because there are a limited number of annotated genes available for training. Obtaining maximal N-SCAN predictive accuracy requires optimizing the selection of substitution models based on the number and use of parameters to provide accurate substitution likelihood estimates with the available training data.

The parameters of each model which are used to fit substitution frequencies are learned from training data. Because each substitution model is specific to a GHMM state, training examples for each model must come from an annotated example of the genome feature being modeled by the state. Hence, a training example for an order 0 coding sequence substitution model consists of a single column of a target-informant alignment in coding sequence. Annotated genes, necessary for training a model, can be severely lacking in many genomes, resulting in sparse training data. The models described above can be estimated by a fast EM procedure. Thus, the main limitation on model parameter count is the availability of training data. Because each training example is used in the estimation of one parameter, models with too many parameters are susceptible to overfitting.

Within the human mouse whole-genome alignment, the substitution probability estimated by each parameter can be calculated with an error of less than ±1% by 25 training examples per parameter. However, more training examples per parameter will result in better substitution probability estimations, until diminishing returns are reached when using more than 50 training examples per parameter. Therefore, an order 0 fully general coding sequence substitution model requires at minimum an alignment sequence of 300 non-match substitution examples, split evenly among the 12 parameters. But, the types of substitutions will not be spread evenly throughout the whole-genome alignment and matches in many cases will be much more likely than mismatches. Thus, to accurately attain substitution probability estimations, sequences longer than the total number of training examples for a model are necessary. A sampling of the human mouse whole-genome alignment revealed that sequences 5 times as large as the number of parameters are satisfactory. Sufficient training examples for fitting these parameters are easily attainable in almost any genome, but the availability of training examples can easily be exhausted through a combination of modeling minimally annotated gene features and model context order increases. The human genome, which represents the best case for the amount of training data, contains annotations for approximately 150,000 exons, 130,000 introns, and 19,000 start and stop codons (hg18, RefSeq)\(^9,28\). Figure 6, shown below, presents the maximum fully general substitution model order which can be effectively trained by annotated examples of selected gene features in the human genome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature count</th>
<th>Exon</th>
<th>Intron</th>
<th>Start/Stop Codon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Examples (Sequence length)</td>
<td>2.5x10(^7)</td>
<td>7.1x10(^8)</td>
<td>5.7x10(^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum model parameters</td>
<td>~10(^3)</td>
<td>~10(^6)</td>
<td>~10(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum model order</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The implications for the maximum number of parameters and hence maximum order of a fully generalized substitution model on the human genome.
2.2. Substitution model selection investigation

To improve gene prediction accuracy, we investigated the space of nucleotide substitution models. Originally, only the 1st order reversible model was implemented in N-SCAN. Although this model aided N-SCAN in achieving much success\textsuperscript{1,15-16}, it is possible that a different substitution model parameterization or larger context order could result in better predictions. To address this we considered eight nucleotide substitution model formalisms: General, General with nucleotide equilibrium, Reversible, Blaisdell\textsuperscript{24} (assumes opposite strand mutations occur at the same rate), HKY, Kimura, Felsenstein\textsuperscript{23} (rate of substitution depends only on nucleotide equilibrium frequency), and Jukes-Cantor. For each of these eight substitution models, we implemented their zeroth, first and second context order parameterizations in N-SCAN. For each of the 24 substitution model implementations we tracked the number of model parameters against available training examples, to test for potential cases of poor substitution probability estimations caused by too few training examples. Finally, we evaluated each model implementation for use in vertebrate and invertebrate gene prediction by generating computational annotations of the human and \textit{D. melanogaster} genomes.

2.3. Extending N-SCAN for state based model selection

From our initial investigation, we realized that choosing a single best substitution model for gene prediction was not appropriate. Instances of the chosen model are fitted using available training examples from each gene feature modeled by a GHMM state. However, as Figure 6 demonstrates, the number of training examples can vary by several orders of magnitude between gene features. The fluctuation in available training examples creates a scenario in which the context order of the model and hence the number of parameters could be too large, smaller than necessary, and proper depending on the gene feature being fitted. In addition, the substitution processes of similar genome features often have common properties. These common properties can be due to similar evolutionary pressure exerted on the features.\textsuperscript{31} However, different genome features often have different substitution properties due to different evolutionarily pressures. Therefore, we modified the default behavior of N-SCAN so that a separate substitution model and context could be chosen for each gene feature. Using this new behavior, we searched for the best model parameterization to fit each gene feature. In the process, we developed a multi-model approach which avoids under-training and improves gene prediction.

2.4. Experimental Design

Because we are using these models within the N-SCAN architecture, our evaluations are based on overall gene prediction accuracy rather than substitution probability estimations. Testing gene prediction accuracy requires predictions to be made on genomes with known gene structures. To evaluate both vertebrate and invertebrate gene predictions, we made predictions on both the human and \textit{D. melanogaster} genomes. For human gene prediction, the mouse genome was used as an aligned informant, and for \textit{D. melanogaster} prediction, the \textit{D. ananassae} genome was used as an aligned informant. A cross validation approach was used to evaluate predictions, in which the set of known genes was partitioned into four groups of equal size. One group of genes was held out as a test set, while the other three groups were used for parameter estimation. For each substitution model implementation, whole genome gene prediction was repeated four times, holding out each test group of genes once. The results were averaged over the four test sets to give an overall accuracy measurement for gene prediction on each genome using each substitution model implementation.

Gene prediction accuracy is typically measured in terms of sensitivity and specificity\textsuperscript{25}. Gene
sensitivity (Sn) is defined as proportion of known genes which are correctly predicted and gene specificity (Sp) is defined as the proportion of predicted genes which are known genes. In both cases, a gene prediction is correct if and only if all exon boundaries within the gene correctly match a known annotated transcript. We used the Eval package to generate sensitivity and specificity measurements by analyzing each computationally generated genome annotation against the held out annotation set. Since specificity measurements can be penalized by correct novel gene predictions, we scaled each specificity measurement (Sp*) by the number of expected genes over the number of annotated genes in each genome. The scaling factor used for human gene prediction evaluation was 1.588, which is calculated by dividing the 23,000 expected genes by 14,482 annotated genes in the RefSeq annotation of the hg18 genome build. For Drosophila evaluation, the scaling factor was 15,000 expected genes over 9,229 known genes in the RefSeq annotation of the dm3 genome build, or 1.625.

3. Results

3.1. Substitution model performance comparison

To test the effect of each substitution model and context order on N-SCAN's predictive accuracy, we generated cross validated gene predictions for the human and D. melanogaster genomes. Predictions were generated for the entire hg18 release of the human genome and the dm3 release of the D. melanogaster genome. The results of the D. melanogaster predictions are shown in Fig. 7. Human results are not shown, but conclusions made are supported by predictions in both genomes.

![Fig. 7. N-SCAN prediction performance on the D. melanogaster genome using each substitution model at context orders 0-2.](image)

These results show that N-SCAN can be improved over its Reversible(R) order 1 accuracy. The HKY and Reversible models are top models at all three context levels, and when using these models at context order 2, N-SCAN makes its best predictions. Although these two models are not similar in the number of parameters, they do make similar assumptions. Both the HKY and Reversible models are reversible, meaning that both models assume that a substitution and its reverse occur at the same rate. Therefore, both models allow for transitions and transversion substitutions to occur at different rates. In addition, both models incorporate the nucleotide equilibrium frequency assumption. When comparing the HKY and Kimura(K) models, it becomes apparent that the nucleotide equilibrium frequency assumption, an assumption taken by the HKY which distinguishes the models, has a strong effect on
prediction accuracy. The nucleotide equilibrium benefit is also apparent when comparing the results of
the Felsenstein(F) and Jukes-Cantor(JC) single parameter models. As expected, the addition of context
for evaluating substitution probabilities was clearly beneficial. Averaged over all models, an 18%
 improvement in gene prediction accuracy is seen when moving from an order 0 to order 1 substitution
model. A further 0.6% improvement in prediction accuracy is seen when using an order 2 model over
an order 1 model.

3.2. State based model performance

Using our knowledge of parameter training limitations and the general use substitution model results,
we searched for a best substitution model for each feature modeled by a GHMM state. Our feature
based substitution model is shown in Fig. 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st order Reversible</td>
<td>Conserved Non-coding Regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd order Reversible</td>
<td>Coding Regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd order HKY</td>
<td>Start/Stop Codons,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donor/Acceptor Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd order Blaisdell</td>
<td>Intergenic Regions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. The state based substitution model. Each model is only applied to its
own features.

Previous studies of substitution patterns in well conserved genome regions have shown that the
Reversible model more accurately captures substitution patterns than the HKY model21, which has been
shown to adequate for most purposes32. Because the Reversible model is more general than the HKY
model, it can take advantage of different rates of A→G versus C→T substitutions33, which the HKY
model groups under a single transition substitution rate parameter. In addition, many training examples
exist for coding regions, which allow the highly parameterized 2nd order Reversible model to be
appropriately trained. Due to fewer training examples than Coding Regions, the 1st order Reversible
model is optimal for Conserved Non-coding Regions. In addition, we believe the 2nd order HKY model
is optimal for Start/Stop Codons and Donor Acceptor Sites, because it is able to incorporate 2nd order
context while still being easily trainable by smaller training datasets. The 2nd order Blaisdell model is
also highly parameterized and was created to model freely mutating sequence, fitting the specifications
of intergenic regions.

We used this feature based multi-substitution model for human and D. melanogaster N-SCAN gene
prediction. Shown in Fig. 9, this approach gave a 5.0% average improvement over order 1 single
substitution models and a 2.4% average improvement over order 2 models. Hence, the use of this
approach gives a significant improvement in prediction accuracy compared to single models.
4. Discussion

We have investigated the space of possible substitution models for use in N-SCAN gene prediction and have found that proper substitution model selection can result in substantial accuracy gains. In most instances, the HKY and Reversible models should be considered the top general use substitution models. When choosing between these models, the HKY model should be used in instances when few training examples are available, while the reversible model requires many additional training examples.

Gene prediction accuracy is hurt by inaccurate substitution model parameter estimates caused by overfitting available training examples. Our analysis indicates that the fully general model results were diminished due to the large number of parameters in comparison to training examples in many features. Hence, when selecting a model and context order, optimizing the parameter demands against the available training data should be the first factor considered.

We have found that a greater context order can result in more accurate modeling of substitution patterns and improved gene prediction accuracy. These improved results are clearly visible between orders 0, 1, and 2 models. However, we believe the use of order 3 or larger models will not result in improved gene prediction. When comparing orders 1 and 2 models, a diminished effect is visible with increasing context order. In addition, for several models used in this study, the number of training examples was insufficient for accurate parameter estimation. Because two well annotated genomes were used in this study, more training examples were present than would be in many other genomes. Therefore, in many cases higher order substitution models cannot be effectively trained given the available data.

Because the number of training examples can vary by several orders of magnitude between gene features, selecting a single substitution model for use in all gene features can be difficult. To solve this problem, we have extended N-SCAN to allow for state based substitution model selection. Using this approach, we have shown that a significant improvement in predictive accuracy is achieved by avoiding under-training substitution models.
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